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In the spirit of  Nigeria's centenary 
celebrations, the National Orientation 
Agency has produced a commemorative 
flag for the celebration. The flag was 
presented to the Secretary to the 
Government of  the Federation 
(SGF), Senator Anyim Pius 
Anyim (GCON) in a brief  
ceremony at the office of  SGF.

Speaking at the presentation, the 
Director-General, National 
Orientation Agency, Mr. Mike 
Omeri said that the initiative was 
part of  the activities to mark the 
nation's one hundred years of  
existence and to demonstrate the 
need for the citizenry to show 
patriotism, love and respect for 
the country through our national 
symbols. He described the Centenary Flag 
as a clarion call to all Nigerians to situate 
themselves within the process of  
attaining the greatness that our country is 
positioned for. 

In his words, the objective of  the initiative 
is “to promote the need for all Nigerians 
to make the Centenary Flag a worthy 
companion for the National Flag as we 
mark our centenary of  existence as a 
nation”. For NOA, the DG said the flag 
was a totem that will symbolize the 
Agency's commitment to a new Nigeria 
making steady progress in the coming 

hundred years. 

Mr. Omeri informed the SGF that copies 
of  the Centennial Flag had been 

packaged for Mr. President, the Vice 
President and members of  the Federal 
Executive Council (FEC) with an appeal 
that it should be displayed conspicuously 
and proudly in their offices and with the 
hope that a formal directive would be 
given for agencies and department of  
government to display the flag during the 
period of  this celebration to encourage 
full participation of  all Nigerians in the 
commemoration of  the centenary. 

Receiving the f lag, Sen. Anyim 
commended NOA for the ingenious 
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NOA PRODUCES CENTENARY FLAG AS THE 
NATION MARKS 100 YEARS OF EXISTENCE 

 By Henry O. ObÌ iì??sÌ an

initiative and thanked those who 
collaborated with the Agency to produce 
the Centenary Flag. He said the 
Centenary Celebrations were designed 
around key concepts of  unity, virility, 
progress and the promise that the 
Nigerian Federation holds for all of  us. 
These, he pointed out, informed the 
theme, vision and mission of  the 

celebration to reaffirm the faith of  
Nigerians in their country, re-
inspire their unity and focus global 
attention on Nigeria, her history, 
peop le ,  ach ievements  and  
aspirations. He however urged that 
the Centenary Flag as presented to 
the public should not only serve 
for the period of  the celebration 
but also serve as a reminder in years 
to come of  the story of  our 
glorious journey of  unity, strength 
and resilience in the last hundred 
years as a united country. He urged 
all Nigerians to obtain the flag and 
hoist it constantly as a reminder of  

our success and triumph over many 
challenges of  our nationhood.

Present at the presentation were 
management staff  of  the NOA, popular 
music artiste, Jeremiah Gyang and 
representatives of  NOA's partners in the 
private sector. It is expected that the 
Nigeria Centenary Flag will go viral and 
propel the connection of  Nigerians 
everywhere to the vision and meaning of  
the celebration.

NOA TEAM WINS GOLD IN HANDBALL, CHESS AT 
FEDERAL PUBLIC SERVICE GAMES

 By David Ofurum
The Director-General, National 
Orientation Agency (NOA) Mr. 
Mike Omeri has congratulated 
the Agency's contingent to the 
just concluded Federation of  
P u b l i c  S e r v i c e  G a m e s  
(FEPSGA) 2013 Edition for 
winning two gold medals and 
five bronze medals at the event 
which took place in Makurdi, 
Benue State.

In a message of  congratulations 
to the FEPSGA National 
President, Mr. Victor Orji, who 
also doubles as the NOA Team 
Manager, Mr. Omeri said the 
Agency has continued to show its commitment and dominance in both 

sports administration and talent building 

in Nigeria. He said the Agency's sports 
teams have consistently proven its mettle 

in the annual sports competition.

Commending the NOA team for 
winning gold medals in Female 
Handball and Chess events as well as 
bronze in five others, the NOA boss 
said the victories were evidence that 
the Agency had competent sports 
men and women that could 
represent the country in both 
individual and team games if  given 
the opportunity.

Mr. Omeri however challenged the 
t e a m  t o  c o m m e n c e  e a r l y  
preparations ahead of  the 2014 
edition of  the games scheduled for 
Akure, Ondo State to enable the 

Agency win more laurels in the 
competition.

(2nd right) Sen. Anyim Pius Anyim, Secretary to the Fed. Govt. & (2nd left) DG, National 
Orientation Agency (NOA), Mike Omeri, displaying the centenary flag

NOA Handball team displaying the gold medals won at FEPSGA, 2013.



·sneezing

·touching unbroken skin

·using the same toilet

·sharing towels

·sharing cutlery

·mouth-to-mouth resuscitation

·or other forms of  "casual contact"
H o w  i s  H I V / A I D S  d i a g n o s e d ?
HIV blood test. 
Diagnosis is made through a blood test that screens 
s p e c i f i c a l l y  f o r  t h e  v i r u s .
If  the HIV virus has been found, the test result is 
"positive". The blood is re-tested several times before a 
pos i t ive  resu l t  i s  g iven to  the  pat ient .
For those whose tests came back positive, they will be 
asked to undergo some other tests to see how the 
infection has progressed, and also to decide when to 
start treatment. If  a person has been exposed to the 
virus, it is crucial that they get tested as soon as 
possible. The earlier HIV is detected, the more likely 
the treatment will be successful. Also, precautions can 
be taken to prevent the virus from spreading to other 
people. 
After infection with HIV, it can take up from three 
weeks to three months for the virus to show up in 
t e s t i ng.  Re -  t e s t i ng  may  be  nece s s a r y.

If  a patient's most at risk moment of  becoming HIV 
infected was within the last three months, he/she can 
have the test immediately. However, a good doctor will 
urge that another test be carried out within a few 
weeks. Treatment options for HIV/AIDS
Earlier HIV antiretroviral treatment is crucial - it 
improves quality of  life, extends life expectancy and 
reduces the risk of  transmission, according to the 
World Health Organization's new guidelines issued in 
June 2013. 
When an HIV-positive adult's CD4 cell count is 500 

3cells/mm  or lower they should start treatment 
immediately. Currently, there is no vaccine or cure for 
HIV/AIDS. But treatments have evolved which are 
much more efficacious - they can improve patients' 
general health and quality of  life considerably.
Emergency HIV pills. If  an individual believes they 
have been exposed to the virus within the last 72 hours 
(three days), anti-HIV medication, called PEP (post-
exposure prophylaxis) may stop infection. The 
treatment should be taken as soon as possible after 
contact with the virus.
PEP is a very demanding treatment lasting four weeks. 
It is also associated with unpleasant side effects 
(diarrhoea, malaise, nausea, weakness and fatigue).
After a positive HIV diagnosis, regular blood tests are 
necessary to monitor the progress of  the virus before 
starting treatment. The therapy is designed to reduce 
t h e  l e v e l  o f  H I V  i n  t h e  b l o o d .
Antiretroviral drugs. HIV is treated with 
antiretrovirals (ARVs). The treatment fights the HIV 
infection and slows down the spread of  the virus in the 
body. Generally, patients take a combination of  
medications called HAART (highly active 
a n t i r e t r o v i r a l  t h e r a p y ) .
The combination of  drugs is adapted to each 
individual. HIV treatment is usually permanent and 
lifelong. HIV treatment is based on routine dosage. 
Pills must be taken on a regular schedule, every time. 
Common side effects include nausea, fatigue, 
diarrhoea, skin rashes, moodiness, alterations to the 
a d i p o s e  ( f a t )  t i s s u e ,  b i r t h  d e f e c t s .

Complementary or alternative medicine. Although 
widely used, alternative/complementary medications, 
such has herbal ones, have not been proven to be 
effective or ineffective. According to some limited 
studies, mineral or vitamin supplements may provide 
some benefits. Patients are urged to discuss these 
options with their doctors. 
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damages the immune system. This process can take up 
to 10 years. The infected person will experience no 
symptoms, feel  wel l  and appear healthy.
L a t e - s t a g e  H I V  i n f e c t i o n
If  left untreated, HIV weakens the ability to fight 
infection. The person becomes vulnerable to serious 
illnesses. This stage of  infection is known as AIDS.
Signs and symptoms of  late-stage HIV infection may 
include: 

·blurred vision

·diarrhoea, which is usually persistent or 
chronic

·dry cough 

·fever of  above 37C (100F) lasting for 
weeks 

·night sweats 

·permanent tiredness 

·shortness of  breath 

·swollen glands lasting for weeks

·weight loss 

·white spots on the tongue or mouth 
During late-stage HIV infection, the risk of  
developing a life-threatening illness is much greater. 
Examples include: 

·Esophagitis (an inflammation of  the lining 
of  the lower end of  the oesophagus). 

·Infections to the nervous system (acute 
aseptic meningitis, sub-acute encephalitis, 
peripheral neuropathy). 

·Pneumonia.

·Some cancers, such as Kaposi's sarcoma, 
invasive cervical cancer, lung cancer, rectal 
carcinomas, hepatocellular carcinomas, 
head and neck cancers, cancers of  the 
immune system known as lymphomas.

·Toxoplasmosis (a disease caused by a 
parasite that infects the brain. It can also 
cause disease in the eyes and lungs) 

·Tuberculosis.
Life-threatening illnesses may be controlled and 
treated with proper HIV treatment.
Causes of  HIV/AIDS
HIV is a retrovirus that infects the vital organs of  the 
human immune system. The disease progresses in the 
absence of  antiretroviral therapy. The rate of  disease 
progression varies widely between individuals and 
depends on many factors (age of  the patient, body's 
ability to defend against HIV, access to health care, 
existence of  coexisting infections, the infected 
person's genetic inheritance, resistance to certain 
s t r a i n s  o f  H I V ) .
HIV can be transmitted through:

·Sexual transmission. It can happen when 
there is contact with infected sexual 
secretions (rectal, genital or oral mucous 
membranes). This can happen while 
having unprotected sex, including vaginal, 
oral and anal sex or sharing sex toys with 
someone infected with HIV. 

·Perinatal transmission. The mother can 
pass the infection on to her child during 
childbirth, pregnancy, and also through 
breastfeeding.

·Blood transmission. HIV can be 
transmitted through blood transfusion. 
Among drug users, sharing and reusing 
syringes contaminated with HIV-infected 
b l o o d  i s  e x t r em e l y  h a z a rdo us.
Individuals who give and receive tattoos 
and piercings are also at risk and should be 
very careful. 

Myths: There are many misconceptions about HIV 
and AIDS. The virus CANNOT be transmitted from: 

·shaking hands

·hugging

·casual kissing
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AIDS (Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome or 
Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome) is a disease 
caused  by  a  v i r us  ca l l ed  HIV  (Human 
Immunodeficiency Virus). The illness alters the 
immune system, making people much more vulnerable 
to infections and diseases. This susceptibility worsens 
as the disease progresses. HIV is found in the body 
fluids of  an infected person (semen and vaginal fluids, 
blood and breast milk). The virus is passed from one 
person to another through blood-to-blood and sexual 
contact. In addition, infected pregnant women can 
pass HIV to their babies during pregnancy, delivering 
the baby during childbirth, and through breast feeding. 
HIV can be transmitted in many ways, such as vaginal, 
oral sex, anal sex, blood transfusion, and contaminated 
hypodermic needles. Both the virus and the disease are 
often referred to together as HIV/AIDS. People with 
HIV have what is called HIV infection. As a result, 
some will then develop AIDS. The development of  
numerous opportunistic infections in an AIDS patient 
can ultimately lead to death. According to research, the 
origins of  HIV date back to the late nineteenth or early 
twentieth century in West-Central Africa. AIDS and its 
cause, HIV, were first identified and recognized in the 
early 1980s. 
There is currently no cure for HIV/AIDS. Treatments 
can slow the course of  the disease - some infected 
people can live a long and relatively healthy life.
The difference between HIV and AIDS
HIV is the virus which attacks the T-cells in the 
immune system. 
AIDS is the syndrome which appears in advanced 
stages of  HIV infection. 
HIV is a virus. AIDS is a medical condition. HIV 
infection causes AIDS to develop. However, it is 
possible to be infected with HIV without developing 
AIDS. Without treatment, the HIV infection is allowed 
to progress and eventually it will develop into AIDS in 
the vast majority of  cases. HIV testing can identify 
infection in the early stages. This allows the patient to 
use prophylactic (preventive) drugs which will slow the 
rate at which the virus replicates, delaying the onset of  
AIDS. AIDS patients still have the HIV virus and are 
still infectious. Someone with AIDS can pass HIV to 
someone else. 
The signs and symptoms of  HIV/AIDS
What is the difference between a sign and a 
symptom? A sign is something other people, apart 
from the patient can detect, such as a swelling, rash, or 
change in skin colour. A symptom is something only 
the patient feels and describes, such as a headache, 
fatigue, or dizziness. For the most part, the symptoms 
of  HIV are the result of  infections caused by bacteria, 
viruses, fungi and parasites. These conditions do not 
normally develop in individuals with healthy immune 
systems, which protect the body against infection.
Signs and symptoms of  early HIV infection
Many people with HIV have no symptoms for several 
years. Others may develop symptoms similar to flu, 
usually two to six weeks after catching the virus. The 
s y m p t o m s  c a n  l a s t  u p  t o  f o u r  we e k s.
Symptoms of  early HIV infection may include: 

·fever

·chills 

·joint pain 

·muscle ache 

·sore throat 

·sweats (particularly at night) 

·enlarged glands 

·a red rash

·tiredness 

·weakness

·weight loss
A s y m p t o m a t i c  H I V  i n f e c t i o n
In many cases, after the initial symptoms disappear, 
there will not be any further symptoms for many years. 
During this time, the virus carries on developing and 

AIDS AND HIV: WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW



“It is expected that the summit will bring 
about a change and modification in the 
behaviour and attitude of  the youth as 
they engage in activities relating to 
rebuilding national image. We expect that 
our youth will become change agents and 
consequently improve our national 
image”, Mr. Omeri explained.
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sustain attitudinal change among the 
youth, improve national image, raise 
integrity among the youth and harness 
the creative energies of  the youth among 
others.

In his words, “Nigerian youth are being 
confronted daily by various socio-
economic and cultural problems. Such 
problems are very visible in sectors such 
as politics, economy, religion, culture and 
in the education sector. These problems 
have caused Nigerian youth to lose hope, 
faith, belief  and trust in the system that is 
supposed to serve their interests. It is 
therefore a fact that these problems have 
negatively impacted on a good 
percentage of  Nigerian youths who now 
engage in crimes such as armed robbery, 
cultism, gangsterism, restiveness, 
prostitution, kidnapping, examination 
mal-practices, cyber-crimes, among 
others. All these have contributed 
negatively to Nigeria's national image.

“The National Orientation Agency 
therefore needs to sustain its aggressive 
nationwide campaign on attitudinal 
change to continually restore hope 
among the youth, not only in themselves 
but also in the nation and to mobilize 
them to contribute positively toward 
rebuilding Nigeria's image using various 
legitimate platforms available to them”, 
said the NOA boss.

He disclosed that NOA chose the 
National Youth Summit platform in 
prosecuting this latest campaign because 
it believed it would provide an 
opportunity for Nigerian youths to be 
involved in finding solutions to problems 
affecting them by discussing those 
problems at the summit which was held in 
Abuja at the national level and cascaded 
down to the States and Local  
Government areas.

The summit, Omeri said, would be 
backed by the  d is t r ibut ion of  
I n f o r m a t i o n ,  E d u c a t i o n  a n d  
Communication (IEC) materials as well 
as a media campaign component. The 
message content, according to him, will 
focus on the culture of  patriotism, loyalty, 
hard work, honesty, self-reliance, 
commitment and determination in 
youths. It will also touch on self-esteem 
and confidence in Nigerian youth, causes 
and effects of  social vices among 
Nigerian youth, the culture of  
volunteerism, among others.

 By David Ofurum
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In a bid to inspire new confidence among 
Nigerian youth and to prepare them for 
the responsibilities of  future leadership, 
the National Orientation Agency (NOA) 
organized a National Youth Summit in 
Abuja as part of  the end-of-the-year 
festivities in the Federal Capital.

Briefing newsmen in Abuja, the Director-
General of  the Agency, Mr. Mike Omeri 
noted the daily socio-economic and 
cultural problems that confront the 
Nigerian youth and said the NOA was 
poised to reposition the youth to 
overcome those challenges as well as 
prepare them for potential leadership.

The summit with the theme: Rebuilding 
National Image: The Role of  Nigerian 
Youth was addressed by several 
government functionaries including the 
Minister of  Sports, Bolaji Abdullahi, 
Special Adviser on Youth Affairs to the 
President, Jude Imagwe, Director -
General, National Sports Commission, 
among others. Sports stars like Kanu 
Nwankwo and Folorunsho Okenla were 
invited to make presentations at the 
event.

The Director-General of  NOA said the 
objectives of  the youth parley are to 

NOA ORGANIZES 
NATIONAL YOUTH 
SUMMIT
                                      By David Ofurum

The Director-General ,  National  
Orientation Agency (NOA) and Fellow 
of  the Nigerian Institute of  Public 
Relations (NIPR), Mr. Mike Omeri has 
warned public opinion moulders to desist 
from painting their personal opinions as 
the collective opinions of  Nigerians 
thereby confusing public perception of  
issues.

Omeri gave the caution while delivering a 
paper titled: “National Dialogue: The 
Imperative of  Public Opinion” at the 
annual National Conference of  the NIPR 
in Abuja which ended on Wednesday.

He observed the growing number of  
people “setting up shop as public opinion 
practitioners” and taking personal 
positions on any issue, especially in the 
polity and equating it as the opinion of  
most Nigerians. He observed that such 
persons make it a duty to “attack any 
other person who does not follow their 
understanding of  the issues”.

In his words, “Some of  these public 
opinion practitioners have recently taken 
religious, ethnic and other narrow 
positions just to give the impression that 
things are not working. In some instances, 
public opinion leaders have advocated 
positions for a fee. I am told that the 
easiest way to damage any government 
policy in terms of  public perception is to 
procure the services of  highly placed 
opinion leaders who will criticize the 
policy, most times for a fee.

“It follows therefore, that if  public 
opinion is the aggregate of  views held by 
a community on a particular issue, the 
view of  one man, no matter how highly 

DON'T FORCE PERSONAL 
OPINION ON THE PUBLIC – 
DG NOA CAUTIONS ELITES
                 

Prevention
Unprotected sex. Having sex without a condom can 
put a person at risk of  being infected with HIV and 
other sexually transmitted infections (STIs). 
Drug abuse and needle sharing. Intravenous drug 
use is an important factor in HIV transmission. Sharing 
needles can expose users to HIV and other viruses, 
such as hepatitis C. Strategies such as needle-exchange 
programs are used to reduce the infections caused by 
drug abuse. Body fluid exposure. Exposure to HIV 
can be controlled by employing precautions to reduce 
the risk of  exposure to contaminated blood. At all 
times, health care workers should use barriers (gloves, 
masks, protective eye wear, shields, and gowns). 
Frequent and thorough washing of  the skin 
immediately after being contaminated with blood or 
other bodily fluids can reduce the chance of  infection. 
Pregnancy. Anti-HIV medicines can harm the unborn 
child. But an effective treatment plan can prevent HIV 
transmission from mother to baby. Precautions have to 
be taken to protect the baby´s health. Delivery through 
caesarean section may be necessary. Breast feeding may 
have to give way to bottle-feeding if  the mother is 
infected. 
Education. Health education is an important factor in 
reducing risky behaviour.

Culled from medicalnewstoday.com
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placed, cannot be public opinion. The 
individual is entitled to his opinion, but 
the greater damage he does to the 
system is to confuse people's 
perception of  an issue”, said Omeri. 
Citing the example of  the proposed 
National Dialogue, the NOA helmsman 
said some of  the views that have been 
expressed on the policy by political 
leaders, though personal, have been 
given the coloration of  public opinion 
of  the majority of  people within some 
parts of  the country. 

Omeri noted however that “Some 
opinions may also be a result of  
political, sectional and religious 
sentiments. Some may however be a 
result of  patriotism and desire to see the 
society progress and develop. For 
instance, the setting up of  the Senator 
Okunronmu Committee by the 
President to collate the views of  
Nigerians on the modalities to go about 
National Dialogue is a result of  
sustained public opinion over the years 
by many Nigerians that there is need for 
Nigerians to dialogue to move Nigeria 
forward. This is borne out of  sheer 
patriotism to address some burning 
issues in the country.

“The reforms in the power and 
agriculture sectors by the present 
government are also a result of  public 
opinion. The You-WIN programme for 
youth employment is also a result of  
outcry of  members of  the public on the 
alarming figure of  unemployed youths 
in the country”, said the NOA Director-
General. He therefore urged opinion 
leaders to always be patriotic in 
canvassing positions and to always 
ensure that their comments on public 
policies reflect the actual aspirations of  
the groups they represent.

he National Orientation Agency 
(NOA) is poised to harness the Tproductive potentials of  Nigerian 

youth towards overall national prosperity 
and especially the attainment of  Vision 
20:2020 of  government.
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NIGERIAN YOUTH GREATEST 
AMONG EQUALS – DG NOA
         By Abdulraheem Sa'ad

NOA COMMENDS NATIONAL
FEMALE VOLLEYBALL TEAM

STAFF PROFILE

NAME: Bala, Aramide Oluwatoyin
STATE OF ORIGIN: Ondo State
HOME TOWN: Odo – Dibo 
LGA: Ondo West
MARITAL STATUS:  Married
DESIGNATION: EO (General Admin)
YEARS IN SERVICE: 13
FAVOURITE FOOD: Jollof Rice with Plantain & 

Chicken/Fried Fish
HOBBIES: Looking Good and Spiritual 

Adventures
EXPERIENCE IN THE AGENCY: For me, my journey 
from year 2000 has been good, I have become better and I 
know that brighter years await us in Omeri's time.
SCHOOLS ATTENDED:  

a. Igbobi College IV Yaba, Lagos.
b. College Of Education, Zuba, 

Abuja.
c. Nasarawa State University, Keffi, 

Nasarawa State.

This decision, according to the Director-
General of  NOA, Mr. Mike Omeri is 
informed by the Agency's conviction that 
Nigerian youth are the greatest amongst 
their equals in the world and can deliver 
on the lofty expectations that the country 
has of  them. He made this public in an 
address at the one-day National Youth 
Summit of  the NOA, the first of  its kind, 
held at the National Centre for Women 
Deve lopment  w i th  the  theme :  
“Rebuilding Nigerian National 
Image Through the Youth”.

Omeri noted the resourcefulness of  the 
Nigerian youth across the world and 
identified the need for guidance of  the 
youth to enable them overcome obvious 
challenges on the road to the attainment 
of  national goals. In his words, “these 
challenges are not outside us but inside 
us; and the threats are real and purely 
attitudinal and behavioural. Change is 
possible! And change must begin with 
you. Let us deploy our positive peer 
group influence on the right people as a 
way of  helping them to come out of  
vices. This is why we have organized this 
summit, so we can interface on those 
issues or vices that impede our national 
development”.

Also speaking at the summit, the Minister 
of  Culture, Tourism and National 
Orientation, High Chief  Edem Duke said 
the Federal Government was appreciative 
of  the importance of  the youth to 
national development as manifest in the 
Youth with Initiative (You-Win), Youth 
Employment and Social Support 
Operation (YESSO) and Subsidy Re-
investment Programme (Sure-P) and 
other initiatives of  government targeting 
youths.

High Chief  Duke was of  the conviction 
that if  our youth are consciously 
cultivated and nurtured in the right values 
and attitudes, they would grow up as 
responsible adults,  equipped to 
contribute to the development of  our 
nation and also to global affairs. He 
disclosed that “the level of  inter-
ministerial and inter-agency synergy on 
youth matters under this administration is 
quite unprecedented. Thus, there is 
hardly any MDA that is implementing a 
programme or formulating a policy 
wi thout  tak ing the youth into 
cognizance”.

he Director-General of  the National 
Orientation Agency (NOA), Mr. T

Mike Omeri has commended the 
National Female Volleyball Team for 
qualifying to represent Nigeria at the 
World Female Volleyball World Cup for 
the first time.

Omeri made this known when he granted 
audience to the players and members of  
the Nigeria Volleyball Federation who 
were led by Mr. Tony Ogumah, Chairman 
Technical Committee/Chief  Coach of  
the National Female Team.

He said that it was “love of  country and 
patriotism” that made the team to qualify 
for the World Female Volleyball Cup and 
commended some of  the players who 
paid their way from foreign countries to 
participate for their fatherland.

Cont. on pg 11
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(Right) Director-General, National Orientation Agency (NOA), Mr. Mike Omeri 
decorating the Technical Director, Nigerian Volleyball Association, Mr. Tony 

Ogumah with the “Do The Right Thing” Lapel pin during a courtesy visit to NOA 
thCorporate Headquarters, Abuja on Friday 6  November, 2013.

NIGERIA VOLLEYBALL FEMALE TEAM VISIT TO DG NOA

(Right – Left) Director-General, National Orientation Agency (NOA), Mr. Mike 
Omeri watches as the Technical Director, Nigerian Volleyball Association, Mr. 

Tony Ogumah introduces a Board Member, Lolo Philo Egbuniwe during a courtesy 
thvisit to NOA Corporate Headquarters, Abuja on Friday 6  November, 2013.

Director-General, National Orientation Agency (NOA) Mr. Mike Omeri (centre) in a group 
photograph with members of the Volleyball Association of Nigeria and some top 
management staff of the Agency during a coutesy visit of the Nigeria Volleyball Female Team 
to NOA headquarters on Friday 6th November, 2013

(Middle) Hon. Minister of Interior, Comrade Abba Moro, flanged by the 
Director-General, National Orientation Agency (NOA), Mr. Mike Omeri (Left) 
and the Director-General, National Identity Management Commission 
(NIMC), Barrister Chris Onyemenam (Right) while addressing participants at 
the One Day Sensitization programme for NOA State Directors in 
preparation for the nationwide National Identity Card project, held in Abuja 

thon Thursday 12  December, 2013.

NOA IN COLLABORATION WITH NIMC ON A ONE DAY SENSITIZATION PROGRAM 
FOR NOA'S STATE DIRECTORS IN PREPARATION FOR THE NATIONWIDE IDENTITY CARD PROJECT

(Left) Director-General, National Orientation Agency (NOA), Mr. Mike Omeri 

chatting with the Hon. Minister of Interior, Comrade Abba Moro during a One 
Day Sensitization programme for NOA State Directors in preparation for the 

thnationwide National Identity Card project, held in Abuja on Thursday 12  

December, 2013.

(Left – right) Prince Afam Anene, Director, Political & Civic Education (PCE), Mr Cyprian Ikyor, 
Director, Mass Mobilization and Barrister Job Bonat Tagwai, Director, Planning, research 
and Statistics (PRS) of National Orientation Agency during t a courtesy visit of the Nigeria 
Volleyball Female Team to NOA headquarters on Friday 6th November, 2013. 
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(Left ) The Director-General, National Orientation Agency (NOA), Mr. Mike 
Omeri exchanging signed documents with the Chairman, ICPC, Barrister Ekpo 
Nta (Right), after the MOU signing ceremony between NOA and ICPC, held in 

thAbuja on Tuesday 17  December, 2013.

(Left – Right) The Director-General, National Orientation Agency (NOA), Mr. 
Mike Omeri; Deputy Director, Education, ICPC, Alhaji Mohammed Ashiru Babs 
and the Chairman, ICPC, Barrister Ekpo Nta signing the Memorandum Of 

thUnderstanding (MOU) between NOA and ICPC, held in Abuja on Tuesday 17  
December, 2013.
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SIGNING OF MOU BETWEEN NOA AND ICPC

(Left – Right) Senior Special Assistant (SSAP) to the President, Office of the 
SGF (OSGF), Mr. Ferdinand Agu; President/Chairman Governing Council, 
NIPR, Mr. Mohammed Ahmed Abdullahi and the Guest Speaker, Director 
General, NOA, Mr. Mike Omeri at the 2013 National Conference/AGM of 

thNIPR, held in Abuja on Monday 16  December, 2013.

(Left – Right) DG. NOA. Mr. Mike Omeri; Major General Chris Olukolade, 
Defence Headquarters and the President/Chairman Governing Council, 
NIPR, Mr. Mohammed Ahmed Abdullahi at the 2013 National 

thConference/AGM of NIPR, held in Abuja on Monday 16  December, 2013.

2013 NATIONAL CONFERENCE/AGM OF NIPR

(Left) The Director-General, National Orientation Agency (NOA), Mr. Mike Omeri 
in a parley with the Secretary to the Federal Government (SGF), Senator Anyim 
Pius Anyim during the public  presentation of the official Centenary Flag to the 
SGF in Abuja on Friday 20th December, 2013.

(Left) The Director-General, National Orientation Agency (NOA), Mr. Mike 
Omeri the official Centenary Flag to  Secretary to the Federal Government 
(SGF), Senator Anyim Pius Anyim during the public  presentation of the official 

thCentenary Flag to the SGF in Abuja on Friday 20  December, 2013.

DG NOA PRESENTS OFFICIAL CENTENARY FLAG TO 
THE SECRETARY TO THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
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(Left – Right) The Director-General, National Orientation Agency (NOA), Mr. 
Mike Omeri ;  Secretary to the Federal Government (SGF), Senator Anyim 
Pius Anyim and Permanent Secretary, SGF office, Mr. Linus Awute display 
the Centenary Flag during the public  presentation to the SGF in Abuja on 

thFriday 20  December, 2013.

(Right – Left) Secretary to the Federal Government (SGF), Senator Anyim Pius 
Anyim; Director-General, National Orientation Agency (NOA, Mr. Mike Omeri 
and Marketer of the Flag, Dr. Daniel Young at the public  presentation of the 

thflag  to the SGF in Abuja on Friday 20  December, 2013.

Photos: Sunny Nwabuike

NOA SPORT  AT THE FEDERATION OF PUBLIC SERVICE 
GAMES 2013 IN BENUE STATE

TEAM

NA PLAY I DEY PLAY

A professor drove into a petrol station in his 
sleek state of the art range rover sports to buy 
fuel. Professor: Guy abeg, give me full tank.
Attendant: Sir, I don't speak pidgin. I only 
speak English.

Professor: Ok! Good morning. I currently feel 
a profound desire to replenish the propelling 
of my motorized automobile, therefore I 
cordially request you to transfer from your 
subterranean reservoir a sufficient quantity 
of the combustible fluid of the highest octane 
rating to fill the appropriate receptacle of the 
said means of perambulation to the brim.

The Attendant: Oga na play I dey play o, how 
much fuel you wan buy?

WHO IS THE FOOL
A villager coming to the city for the first time 
found himself in a modern estate. The houses 
in the estate were very beautiful. Having 
never seen such houses before, the villager 

LAUGH IT OUT!!!

stood as if glued to the ground and was 
admiring the houses, with his mouth left wide 
open. Unknown to the astonished villager, an 
unemployed school leaver in the estate was 
watching him. Having observed from the 
villager's dressing that he was a very rural 
stranger, the “smart” school leaver decided 
to play a fast one on him. He went to him and 
challenged him for looking at the houses 

free!

Falling in, the villager submissively 
apologized and tried to walk away. The 
apology encouraged the cheat. He told his 
victim, “this is not a matter of apology. You 
either pay for the houses you looked at or I 
call the police to arrest you! The fee for 
looking at each of the 40 houses around here 
is N30 but because of your apology you can 
pay N20. That means N800 instead of 
N1200”. The villager thanked him for the 
“discount” and asked for more “favour”. He 
explained that he looked at only 10 houses. 
He added that he had not gone far. By that, he 
said further that he should pay only N200. 
The cheat collected N200 from him with an 
order that he should go back to where he 
came from! As the villager turned back, he 
said to himself, “Foolish man; whereas I 
looked at almost all the 40 houses, I told him I 
looked at only 10 and he believed me. He does 
not know that those of us in the village are 
very wise. Stupid Idiot!”

                                                                                                                          
Compiled by Henry O. ObÌ iì??sÌ an

NOA Female Football Team at the Federation of Public Service Games 2013 in 
Makurdi, Benue State.

Noa Rosemary Ossai In action during the Federation Of Public Service 
Games 2013 in Makurdi, Benue State.



In order to put the topic for discussion in 
the proper perspective, it is important to 
consider two questions: a) Are government 
policy intentions and decision driven by 
public opinion? Should they be? b) Do 
political institutions and actors influence 
the level of  government responsiveness?

Looking at the topic more critically, my 
view is that the dominant public opinion of  
a significant population of  our nation, 
especially in the last fifty years is the need to 
achieve more political consensus, economic 
development and cohesion as a people. The 
argument is that much of  the issues being 
canvassed for inclusion in the discussions 
to hold at the National Dialogue are elitist 
and driven by hunger for power and 
position and not essentially for noble ideas 
of  equality, welfare and service. Issues such 

as derivation, resource control, 
tenure or even rotation are throw 
ups of  pre-bendal politics that 
has characterized our political 
evolution.   

Across the length and breadth of  
Nigeria as the case in most parts 
of  the developing world, the 
majority of  the people share a 
common hope and aspiration for 
a  b e t t e r  c o u n t r y  w h e r e  
opportunities are available. They 
yearn for good roads, hospitals, 
food and shelter. These yearning 
are as relevant to the Igbos as they 
are for Yorubas, Idoma, Hausas, 

Alagos, Ijaws, Biroms and Kanuris. I dare 
say that the common man on the streets of  
Nigeria is more interested in job 
opportunities, good quality education, 
adequate power supply, portable water, 
peace and security, etc.

The impression has been created that a 
national dialogue is the only panacea for the 
survival of  our nation. I want to make a 
passionate appeal that since Mr. President 
has graciously provided a platform for the 
National Dialogue, Patriotic Nigerians 
must make sure that the outcome is truly 
reflective of  the yearnings, hopes and 
aspirations of  the common man, who 
indeed, form the majority in our great 
country. This dialogue must not reflect the 
views and opinions of  the political elite 
alone who more often than not are 
interested in political positioning for 
personal gains. The National Dialogue 
should be used to design a course for a 
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effort and anyone who misses to situate 
himself  on that journey may never catch up.

At this juncture, ladies and gentlemen it is 
relevant to briefly consider the topic of  our 
presentation today which is National 
Dialogue: The Imperative of  Public 
Opinion. In doing this I will like to draw 
your attention to two operational terms that 
will drive our discussion on this topic. 

The first is Dialogue which is the ability of  
a political system such as democratic 
governance to respond to the preferences 
of  citizens to ensure the survival of  that 
political system. It pre-supposes that for 
dialogue to be effective it must aim at 
solving an existing problem or issue. It is the 
direct opposite of  monologue. It is 
important to note that most empirical 

research on government responsiveness has 
concentrated tensely on the United States 
and a few European countries. 

The other operational phrase is Public 
Opinion which is aggregate of  individual 
attitudes and beliefs. I think it is safe to say 
that public Opinion is an aggregate of  views 
and beliefs of  a significant population of  
people in a community. It is different from 
personal opinion or even community 
position on an issue. Public opinion is 
supposed to influence community stand on 
any issue. In the context of  our discussion 
today, public opinion matters for three 
reasons: a) Citizen's political actions are 
driven by their opinion b) Public opinion 
helps explain the behaviour of  candidates, 
political parties and other actors; politicians 
tend to look at public opinion to determine 
what citizens want them to do. c) Public 
opinion can indeed shed lights on reasons 
and outcomes of  specific policy actions.

“NATIONAL DIALOGUE: THE IMPERATIVE OF PUBLIC OPINION” A PAPER PRESENTED BY 
THE DIRECTOR-GENERAL OF NATIONAL ORIENTATION AGENCY (NOA), MR MIKE OMERI; fnipr 
AT NIGERIAN INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC RELATIONS (NIPR) NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON 
NIGERIA'S CENTENNIAL CELEBRATIONS HELD AT THE SHEHU MUSA YAR'ADUA CENTRE, 

TH
ABUJA ON MONDAY, 16  DECEMBER, 2013. 

Protocol

Let me start by congratulating the 
leadership of  our Institute for organizing 
this year's Annual Conference. The theme 
which i s :  Nigeria 's  Centennial  
Celebrations – Constructing Social 
Bridges, Concretizing Relations and 
Building National Reputation is very apt 
for so many reasons. I am convinced that the 
outcome of  this conversation of  experts 
will connect the generality of  our people to 
the concept and history of  one hundred 
years as a resilient nation that is overcoming 
the odds.

I also want to commend the Institute for the 
positive socio-economic roles it is playing in 
the development of  Nigeria since its 
establishment in 1963.  The NIPR has been 
in the vanguard of  community refinement, 
an important step in our journey to 
social and modern orientation. It is 
therefore, not surprising that it has 
grown from strength to strength and 
has become one of  the national 
institutions that cannot be ignored.  

Let me also register my appreciation 
to the present leadership and past 
leaders of  NIPR including the 
irrepressible Chief  Alex Akinyele, 
the indomitable Alhaji Kabiru 
Dangogo, the graceful Hajia 
Zantana Ahmed, the late Alhaji Sabo 
Mohammed  whose  w i sdom 
expanded the frontiers of  the 
Institute. Of  course, there are a host 
of  others whose contributions have shaped 
the journey of  this institute thus far. Such 
great men and women in their respective 
contributions, have made the partnership 
between the NIPR and the National 
Orientation Agency inevitable, desirable 
and therefore, workable. 

While the NIPR is mandated to regulate 
Public Relations practice in the country, the 
NOA has the duty to sensitize, organize and 
mobilize Nigerians for attitudinal 
disposition towards transformation. In 
addition the Agency generates feedback 
from the public to government and for 
governance uses. That is why a synergy of  
action between the two bodies is important 
at this point when the nation is making a 
complete turn from its past ways to the 
positive path of  progress and development. 
We often say that the transformation of  our 
country is both an individual and a collective 
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sustainable plan that charts the way for long 
term development and growth irrespective 
of  the political party in power at any given 
time. Nigerians are yearning to see strong 
institutions like the police, the judiciary, the 
legislature and the third sector. They are not 
yearning for strong individuals who will 
dominate the nation and ties its progress at 
the apron string of  his personal interest.

It will be gravely unjust to assume that the 
average citizen automatically agrees with the 
political elite on every initiative of  
government. The life situation of  the 
common man as wage earner with little or 
no wealth beyond their incomes makes 
them to see things differently from the 
political elite. I also believe that the 
assumption that differences in opinion will 
necessarily lead to political instability fails 
the test of  the fact that peoples beliefs do 
not necessarily lead into opposition or to 
disrupt the system.

That is why I join many of  our compatriots 
who have commended the President for 
taking measures to open up a dialogue about 
our nation and its direction in the coming 
years. To be honest with you, this is not the 
first political conference but this is going to 
be the most interesting, accommodating 
and liberal and will cover more grounds 
than the previous ones.

President Goodluck Jonathan, GCFR while 
constituting a 13 member committee on 
National Dialogue simply asked them to 
work out the structure of  the anticipated 
National Conference. It is clear from his 
posture and response so far that the 
committee neither lacked inputs nor was it 
railroaded to do the wrong things judging 
from the memos submitted to it. Many 
would have loved that the committee 
moved the hearings closer to every part of  
the country so that even more submissions 
would be made. If  the response is anything 
to go by, then we would be correct to say 
that the President's decision to convene a 
dialogue at the end of  the committee's work 
was well thought out. In setting up the 
committee, the President has responded to 
public opinions that had been publicly 
expressed for years but not addressed. 

I believe that any opportunity for a dialogue 
is in itself  golden. Because citizens can 
nurture the cherished fundamental rights to 
free expression and to ventilate ideas and 
opinions for accelerating progress and 
growth.

The aggregate of  opinion with regard to 
issues to be discussed during this 
conference appear to be well cut out. In fact 
sitting out there, each of  us has an idea on 
some of  the matters that can form the 

agenda for discussion during the 
conference. The beauty of  it is that 
President Jonathan has given the committee  
a free hand to choose the topic in a no holds 
barred model.  

Public Opinion and its Imperatives

In the earlier part of  the discussion I tried to 
build a scenario that the plan by the 
administration to convene a talk shop 
otherwise called a dialogue was a genuine 
response to public opinion on the need to 
discuss the polity. However, at this stage I 
wish to address the nature of  public opinion 
and its procurement in our system. I will 
also try to show the architecture and design 
of  public opinion in the country. Some of  
them include the media, the third sector, 
government, the political movements and 
recently the affirmative groups.

It appears to me that there is growing 
number of  people who are setting up shops 
as public opinion practitioners. On any issue 
especially in the polity, they take a position 
and therefore attack any other person who 
does not follow their understanding of  the 
issues. Some of  these POP have recently 
taken religious, ethnic and other narrow 
positions just to give the impression that 
things are not working. In some instances, 
public opinion leaders have advocated 
position for a fee. I am told that the easiest 
way to damage any government policy in 
terms of  public perception is to procure the 
services of  highly placed opinion leader 
who will criticize the policy most time for a 
fee. 

It follows therefore, that if  public opinion is 
the aggregate of  views held by a community 
on a particular issue the view of  one man, 
no matter how highly placed cannot be 
public opinion. The individual is entitled to 
his opinion but the greater damage he does 
to the system is to confuse people's 
perception of  an issue.

In the case of  the proposed national 
dialogue, we have heard the position of  
some of  our leaders in politics. Some of  
those views have been expressed as if  it 
represents the views of  the majority of  
people within some parts of  the country. 
Tell me, gentlemen and ladies how would 
the participation in the proposed dialogue 
affect the average people of  Lagos, Imo, 
Borno or even Nasarawa States. 

Some opinions may also be a result of  
political, sectional and religious sentiments. 
Some may however be a result of  patriotism 
and desire to see the society progress and 
develop.  For instance, the setting up of  the 
Senator Okunronmu Committee by the 
President to collate the views of  Nigerians 
on the modalities to go about national 

dialogue is a result of  sustained public 
opinion over the years by many Nigerians 
that there is a need for Nigerians to dialogue 
to move Nigeria forward. This is borne out 
of  sheer patriotism to address some 
burning issues in the country.  The reforms 
in the power and agriculture sectors by the 
present government are also a result of  
public opinion. The You-win Programme 
for youth employment is also a result of  
outcry of  members of  the public on the 
alarming figure of  unemployed youths in 
the country.  

How Dialogue can lead to Attainment 
of  Unity and Development

In the present efforts to create forum for 
dialogue, the Committee on National 
Conference and the Government must 
ensure that public opinions that are geared 
towards unity, development, good 
governance and peaceful co-existence are 
not swept under the carpet.  This is because 
dialogue arising from public opinions that 
are patriotic will engender good governance 
and will promote confidence and trust 
between the people and government as well 
as ensure that the people themselves are the 
drivers of  the processes of  good 
governance. 

Besides, dialogue occasioned by public 
opinion will promote unity, development 
and progress.  It will also reduce tension, 
violence, crisis and set agenda for 
government. After all it is better to say it 
than to fight it.

Public opinion is imperative because it 
serves as channels of  feedback from the 
public to the government on government 
policies, activities, programmes as well as 
shor tcomings  and cha l l enges  of  
government.  For instance, it is through 
public opinion that government knows 
whether it is performing and meeting the 
yearnings and aspirations of  the people.

a. T h e  N a t i o n a l  D i a l o g u e  
Commit tee  should  endeavour  to  
differentiate public opinions that are 
patriotic, and selfless which will engender 
national unity from vocal public opinions 
that are sectional, sensational and divisive.   

We need to remind ourselves that it is 
through popular public opinion and 
dialogue that the Federal Capital was 
relocated from Lagos to Abuja as Lagos was 
not only becoming congested but was not 
central.  Nigeria is better for it today.

Bes ides,  more  S ta tes  and Loca l  
Governments were created by successive 
governments as a result of  popular public 
opinion.  The democratic government we 
practice and enjoy today is also a result of  
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As the year begins, let us motivate 
ourselves and prepare for the 
journey;

Avoid negative thoughts, people, 
things and habits.

Believe in yourself.

Consider things from every angle 
and others point of view.

Dare to dream and dream big.

E n e r g y,  e x c i t e m e n t  a n d  
enthusiasm is in your blood.

Family and friends are hidden 
treasures; enjoy these riches.

Give more than you planned to.

Have a good sense of humour.

Ignore selfish criticism, ridicule 
and discouragement from others.

Jump on problems because they 
are opportunities in disguise.

Keep up the good work however 
hard it may seem.

Love yourself, just as you are.

Make impossibility a possibility.

Never lie, cheat or steal, do the 
right thing and always strike a fair 
deal.

Open your eyes and see things as 
they really are.

Perfect practice makes you 
perfect.

Quitters never win and winners 
never quit.

Reward yourself for every small 
success and achievement.

Stop wasting your time and 
procrastinating important goals.

Take control of your life and your 

goals.

Understand so that you could 
understand.

A to Z of Motivation in 2014 Visualize your goals and dreams 

every day.

Win over your own weaknesses 
and make them as your strengths.

Xcelerate your efforts.

Yes yes yes, yes you can and you 
will

Zap your stress, it is a new year, 
face every challenges that may 
come your way, don't make a 
mountain out of a mole hill and 
enjoy your life. HAPPY NEW 
YEAR.

  Compiled by Henry O. ObÌ iì??sÌ an

The NOA DG also urged all Nigerians to 
support female volleyball team because 
they will project the image of  Nigeria by 
participating in the World Cup where our 
National Anthem will be played and our 
flag will be hoisted for the whole world to 
see.

In his remark, the coach who represented 
Engr. Abu Gummel, President of  the 
Volleyball Federation of  Nigeria thanked 
t h e  D i r e c t o r - G e n e r a l  f o r  h i s  
encouragement and distribution of  flags 
to the players which helped to boost their 
moral during the competitions.

Ogumah solicited for the partnership of  
the Agency which will help to carry the 
roles of  the Association to the grassroot 

 By David Ofurum
DG NOA CONGRATULATES NIGERIANS ON NEW YEAR/CENTENARY

greatest black country on the planet 
would not have been a reality as it is today.
In his words, “We have marched 
victoriously through the last 100 years, 
through thick and thin and against all 
odds to emerge and remain the greatest 
Black Country on earth today, thanks to 
our founding fathers and all Nigerians 
who have lived and still live through these 
100 years. We must realize as a people that 
the years ahead of  us hold greater glory 
for our country as we enter the next 100 
years of  our nationhood. It therefore 
calls for deep reflection and repositioning 
from all of  us so that we can do away with 
all vices that plagued us as individuals 
and, by extension, as a nation. Let us 
make the needed commitment to begin 
today to do only what is right for the 
transformation of  our country. If  we all 
do this and maintain it, no nation will 
match or surpass our greatness by the 
time Nigeria is 200 years old”, said 
Omeri.

s the world ushers in the year 2014, 
Nigeria marks the centennial A

anniversary of  her nationhood since the 
Amalgamation of  January 1, 1914. 
Consequently, the Director General, 
National Orientation Agency (NOA), 
Mr. Mike Omeri has congratulated 
Nigerians on the double celebration, 
calling on Nigerians at home and in the 
diaspora to reflect on Nigeria's journey 
of  nationhood through the last 100 years 
and see the new year as another 
opportunity to continue contributing 
meaningfully to nation building in the 
next century.
While congratulating Nigerians in a New 
Year and Centenary goodwill message, 
Mr. Omeri commended the patriotism, 
nationalism, resilience, service and 
devotion of  Nigerians to the nation in the 
first century of  nationhood, noting that 
without the sacrificial efforts of  the 
nation's founding fathers and successive 
generations of  Nigerians to date, the 

popular public opinion since military 
government was no longer fashionable.

In conclusion, I want to use this medium to 
appeal to the NIPR to play a more active 
role in the process of  transformation. It is a 
process that require all hands to be on deck. 
Government at all levels is already doing 
what it can to ensure progress. NIPR and 
NOA indeed, has a role in the task of  
attitudinal transformation as we begin the 
journey to the next millennium. It is 

becoming obvious that there is nowhere in 
the world that government alone can do 
everything, including changing the mindset 
of  people.  The major responsibility of  the 
government is to provide enabling 
environment for citizens and private 
organizations to play their roles which the 
present government of  President 
Goodluck Ebele Jonathan is doing.  The 
government needs the support of  all to 
transform the country.

Thank you all for listening and God bless 
Nigeria. 
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NOA COMMENDS NATIONAL
FEMALE VOLLEYBALL TEAM
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“NATIONAL DIALOGUE: THE 
IMPERATIVE OF PUBLIC OPINION” 
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